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Abstract 31 

Communication is an inherently interactive process that weaves together the fabric of both hu-32 

man and nonhuman primate societies. To investigate the properties of the primate brain during 33 

active social signaling, we recorded the responses of frontal cortex neurons as freely-moving 34 

marmosets engaged in conversational exchanges with a visually occluded Virtual Marmoset 35 

(VM). We found that small changes in firing rate (~1Hz) occurred across a broadly distributed 36 

population of frontal cortex neurons when marmosets heard a conspecific vocalization, and that 37 

these changes corresponded to subjects’ likelihood of producing or withholding a vocal reply. 38 

Although the contributions of individual neurons were relatively small, large populations of neu-39 

rons were able to clearly distinguish between these social contexts. Most significantly, this so-40 

cial context-dependent change in firing rate was evident even before subjects heard the vocali-41 

zation, indicating that the probability of a conversational exchange was determined by the state 42 

of frontal cortex at the time a vocalization was heard, and not a decision driven by acoustic 43 

characteristics of the vocalization.  We found that changes in neural activity scaled with the 44 

length of the conversation, with greater changes in firing rate evident for longer conversations. 45 

These data reveal specific and important facets of this neural activity that constrain its possible 46 

roles in active social signaling, and we hypothesize that the close coupling between frontal cor-47 

tex activity and this natural, active primate social signaling behavior facilitates social monitoring 48 

mechanisms critical to conversational exchanges. 49 

 50 

 51 
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Significance Statement 52 

We provide evidence for a novel pattern of neural activity in the frontal cortex of freely-moving, 53 

naturally behaving, marmoset monkeys that may facilitate natural primate conversations.  We 54 

discovered small (~1Hz), but reliable, changes in neural activity that occurred before marmosets 55 

even heard a conspecific vocalization that, as a population almost perfectly predicted whether 56 

subjects would produce a vocalization in response. The change in the state of frontal cortex 57 

persisted throughout the conversation and its magnitude scaled linearly with the length of the 58 

interaction. We hypothesize that this social context-dependent change in frontal cortex activity is 59 

supported by several mechanisms, such as social arousal and attention, and facilitate social 60 

monitoring critical for vocal coordination characteristic of human and nonhuman primate conver-61 

sations.  62 
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Introduction 63 

Social factors are thought to have had a considerable impact on the evolution of the primate 64 

brain (Dunbar, 2003; Miller et al., 2016; Platt et al., 2016).  Unique circuits for social signal pro-65 

cessing and cognition, such as faces and language (Hickok and Poeppel, 2004; Tsao et al., 66 

2006; Hung et al., 2015), reflect the potential significance of sociality in shaping many aspects 67 

of primate brain architecture. Yet despite evidence of remarkably complex social behaviors in 68 

nonhuman primates that likely rely on this intricate neural circuitry (Cheney and Seyfarth, 2007; 69 

Rosati et al., 2010), notably few neurobiological studies directly link neuronal processes to the 70 

these characteristic natural behaviors. Neuroimaging and neurophysiological studies of social 71 

communication in primates have typically presented restrained subjects with static social stimuli 72 

(e.g. faces, vocalizations, etc) (Leopold et al., 2006; Perrodin et al., 2011; Fisher and Freiwald, 73 

2015). Because of the intrinsic interactive nature of communication, this approach effectively 74 

divorces the signal from the very social interactions they evolved to mediate, thereby limiting 75 

interpretations of these data to facets of signal processing.  Not only does the social context in 76 

which social signals are produced have a profound influence on what is communicated (Engh et 77 

al., 2006; Seyfarth and Cheney, 2014), but active communication is known to affect properties 78 

of neural activity (Hasson et al., 2012; Stephens et al., 2012; Silbert et al., 2015). Owing to the 79 

sophistication of the primate social landscape, and the evolution of neural circuits to support 80 

these behaviors, neurobiological studies of active communicative are likely to yield unique in-81 

sight into the neural processes supporting distinct aspects of the primate social brain (Hasson et 82 

al., 2012; Miller et al., 2016).     83 

 The sophistication of primate communication may not solely lie in the content of individ-84 

ual social signals, which are limited in number and content, but rather in communicative behav-85 

iors that mediate the myriad of social interactions characteristic of their societies (Miller et al., 86 

2016).  Marmoset antiphonal conversations, a naturally occurring vocal behavior characterized 87 

by the coordinated reciprocal exchange of phee calls (Figure 1) (Miller and Wang, 2006; Roy et 88 
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al., 2011), offer unique opportunities to investigate these more social dimensions of primate 89 

communication at a neurobiological level (Eliades and Miller, 2017). For example, two recent 90 

neurophysiology experiments showed that neurons in multiple areas of marmoset prefrontal and 91 

premotor cortex exhibited little to no response to hearing phee calls during antiphonal conversa-92 

tions, despite the same population showing robust vocal-motor related changes in activity (Miller 93 

et al., 2015; Roy et al., 2016).  Notably, these findings contrasted with prior neurophysiology 94 

studies of head-restrained rhesus and squirrel monkeys showing strong sensory driven re-95 

sponses to vocalizations in the same areas of frontal cortex (Newman and Lindsley, 1976; 96 

Gifford et al., 2005; Romanski et al., 2005).  The disparity evident in this series of findings is dif-97 

ficult to currently reconcile, but suggests that, like humans (Hasson et al., 2012), natural primate 98 

communication may involve processes that are not strictly sensory and motor.  99 

Further analyses revealed a potentially distinct, parallel mechanism to sensory encoding 100 

in marmoset frontal cortex during active communication.  We found that frontal cortical activity 101 

when subjects heard a phee call could classify whether subjects produced a subsequent re-102 

sponse or not in the conversation, despite the dearth of stimulus driven activity evident at the 103 

level of single neurons (Miller et al., 2015).  This intriguing result suggests that frontal cortex 104 

participates in the outcome of marmoset conversations, but a more thorough characterization is 105 

required to distinguish between the many mechanisms at play during active vocal interactions, 106 

which include sensory encoding, perceptual categorization, decision making, attention, arousal, 107 

amongst others. Here we thoroughly characterize the underlying sources of variance in frontal 108 

cortical activity, narrowing its possible role in natural conversations. By doing so, we make im-109 

portant steps towards understanding a specific neural mechanism in the technically and concep-110 

tually challenging context of natural, freely-moving, primate social behaviors. 111 

 112 

Materials and Methods 113 

Subjects 114 
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Three adult common marmosets (Callithrix jacchus) group-housed in the Cortical Systems and 115 

Behavior Laboratory at UC San Diego served as subjects in these experiments. Marmosets are 116 

a New World monkey endemic to the forests of northeastern Brazil (Schiel and Souto, 2017). 117 

Both B and R were male, and F was female. We recorded neural activity from 2 microelectrode 118 

arrays in Subject B.  The array in the left hemisphere, B01, was centered in area 6v, while the 119 

second array, B02, was centered in area 6d in the right hemisphere. Subject R had a single ar-120 

ray, R01, placed in the right hemisphere centered in areas 45 and 8av. Subject F had a single 121 

array, F01, placed in the left hemisphere centered in area 6d and the most rostral electrodes in 122 

8ad, similar to array B02. Micro-electrode array  locations were chosen based on previous func-123 

tional neuroanatomy study of marmosets engaged in natural vocal communication (Miller et al., 124 

2010b).   125 

 126 

Surgical Procedures 127 

Prior to the placement of the electrode arrays and initiation of the neurophysiology experiments, 128 

all subjects underwent a surgery to implant an acrylic head cap and stainless steel head posts. 129 

During this surgery, the lateral sulcus, as well as the rostral and lateral edges of frontal cortex, 130 

were visible through the skull and marked. We were able to later use the markings on the skull 131 

made during surgery to triangulate the desired location of frontal cortex when placing the micro-132 

electrode array. We recorded neural activity using a Warp16 electrode array (Neuralynx Inc, 133 

Bozeman, MT, USA). The Warp16 comprises 16 independent guide tubes that house tungsten 134 

sharp electrodes (impedance: 2.5 to 3.5 MΩ) in a 4 mm X 4 mm grid. Since the arrays are posi-135 

tioned on the surface of the brain, electrodes are lowered perpendicular to the laminar surface 136 

of neocortex. Individual electrodes in the Warp16 were advanced incrementally over the course 137 

of the experiment by restraining animals in a monkey chair. A calibrated Warp Drive pusher was 138 

attached to the end of each guide tube and each respective electrode was advanced 10-20 μm 139 
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twice a week. The Warp16 array was coupled with a tether to allow for freely-moving behavior 140 

during recordings. 141 

 142 

Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis 143 

Behavioral Paradigm 144 

All recordings took place in a 4 m X 3 m Radio-Frequency Shielded testing room (ETS-145 

Lindgren).  A speaker (Polk Audio TSi100, Frequency Range 40-22,000 Hz) was placed 5 m on 146 

the opposite side of the room with  cloth occlude equidistant between the animal and speaker. 147 

All vocal signal stimuli were broadcast at 80-90 db SPL measured 1 m in front of the speaker. A 148 

directional microphone (Sennheiser, Model ME-66) was placed 0.5 m in front of the subject to 149 

record all vocalizations produced during a test session. For each behavioral session, marmo-150 

sets were removed from colony housing less than an hour before the session, and returned to 151 

the colony after the session was complete between 9am and 4pm (the colony had a 6am to 6pm 152 

light cycle), with each subject run at a regular time of day. Further details of the playback and 153 

software are provided in previous publications (Miller and Wang, 2006; Miller et al., 2009; Miller 154 

et al., 2015). Here we briefly describe the overall procedure employed during these experi-155 

ments.  156 

Marmosets produce phee calls both within Antiphonal conversation and Independent of 157 

these vocal interactions. Based on previous behavioral studies (Miller and Wang, 2006; Miller et 158 

al., 2009), phee calls that receive a marmoset response within 1-10 s of hearing it are deemed 159 

‘Antiphonal', while calls that do not elicit a timely response are classified as ‘Independent’ (Fig-160 

ure 1). Thus the social context (Antiphonal or Independent) of a phee stimulus is determined by 161 

events after the call has been heard, by whether or not the subject vocally responds.  Important-162 

ly, there is no evidence that the acoustics of the phee call determines its social context, as the 163 

use of a discriminant function analysis was unable to distinguish between phee calls produced 164 
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in these two contexts (Miller et al., 2010a). Our primary interest was comparing the impact of the 165 

two social contexts of the phee stimuli on frontal cortical activity. 166 

 In each recording session, stimuli were phee calls produced by a single marmoset previ-167 

ously recorded during naturally occurring antiphonal calling interactions. Our interactive play-168 

back software was designed to broadcast these stimulus classes, ‘Antiphonal’ and ‘Independ-169 

ent’, at different intervals relative to subjects’ behavior.  Each time a subject produced a phee 170 

call, an Antiphonal phee call stimulus was broadcast 2-4 s following call offset.  Bouts of antiph-171 

onal calling occurred when subjects alternated an antiphonal call response with a stimulus 172 

presentation successively, which we refer to as an extended conversation. ‘Independent’ phee 173 

call stimuli were broadcast if subjects produced no phee calls for 45-60 s. The aim of broadcast-174 

ing ‘Independent’ stimuli was to induce conversational exchanges in subjects. Only phee calls 175 

with 2 pulses were analyzed. All stimuli produced by the virtual monkey consisted of two pulses, 176 

and one and 3 pulse calls by subjects were extremely rare (<1% of data). 177 

 178 

Spike Extraction and Sorting 179 

Neural activity was digitized and sorted off-line. Based on previous reports using similar record-180 

ing methods (Eliades and Wang, 2008b; Eliades and Wang, 2008a) , units were determined 181 

based on the criteria that the unit have a Signal-To-Noise Ratio (SNR) >= 13 dB and after spike 182 

sorting, that the waveforms appeared throughout an entire recording session, which typically 183 

lasted 60-80 minutes. Units with < 1% of inter-spike intervals within a 1 ms refractory period 184 

were classified as single units, and all others were classified as multi-units. Multi-units typically 185 

occurred when spike sorting was unable to separate several lower amplitude waveforms.  We 186 

used the activity of all single and multi-unit recordings from sessions with at least 20 Independ-187 

ent and Antiphonal stimuli.  188 

 189 

Simulations of Single and Population Recordings 190 
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Simulations of individual and population responses were performed for further analyses includ-191 

ing Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and 2-means classification. For individual units, we 192 

performed non-parametric Monte Carlo simulations of the firing rates in response to phee calls 193 

by drawing responses to 5000 stimuli, with replacement, evenly divided between Antiphonal and 194 

Independent stimuli. Firing rates were calculated during 4 time periods, each close to 1.5 s long, 195 

relative to each stimulus (Pre - 1.5 s prior to stimulus onset, Voc 1 - first stimulus pulse, Voc 2 - 196 

second stimulus pulse, and Post - 1.5 s immediately following stimulus offset). We calculated 197 

the z-score of firing rates to both Independent and Antiphonal stimuli for each time period from 198 

each unit so that all dimensions were centered for further analyses. Firing rate draws were al-199 

ways conserved across time periods (i.e. firing rates for Pre and Voc 1 time periods were al-200 

ways from the same phee stimulus). Although Monte Carlo simulation for individual units was 201 

unnecessary, it preserved any influence the process may have had on population simulations 202 

when comparing 2-means classification. For simulating population responses, one response 203 

(firing rates over all 4 time periods) was randomly drawn from the same phee context from each 204 

unit. This was repeated 5000 times, with replacement, evenly split between Independent and 205 

Antiphonal stimuli. Thus each population response could include responses from many different 206 

stimuli, so long as the vocalization context was the same, which was necessary because indi-207 

vidual behavioral sessions typically included simultaneous recording of fewer than 10 units. The 208 

use of 5000 Monte Carlo samples was validated by examining the variance in 2-means classifi-209 

cation and ROC analysis, increasing sample size until variance plateaued (which had occurred 210 

by 3000 samples). 211 

 212 

Principal Components Analysis (PCA) 213 

Principal components and their coefficients for recording simulations were obtained using the 214 

Matlab (Mathworks) ‘pca’, using the singular value decomposition method. 215 

 216 
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Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Analysis 217 

ROC analysis was applied to test simulations in principal components of the training simulations 218 

by sliding a criterion from the lowest to greatest response value in 1/1000 increments of the 219 

range, with responses greater than criterion categorized Antiphonal and those less than criterion 220 

as Independent, with this axis flipped if the median Independent response from the training set 221 

was greater than Antiphonal. Hits were correctly identified Antiphonal responses and False 222 

Alarms were Independent responses identified as Antiphonal, and the ability to separate con-223 

texts was measured from the area under the resulting curve of hits against false alarms. We re-224 

peated the entire procedure 500 times to produce confidence intervals via Monte Carlo Cross-225 

Validation, this cross-validation method, which is closely related to the bootstrap and jackknife 226 

and is more clearly applicable for this case of combining responses across multiple behavior 227 

sessions. 228 

 229 

2-Means Classification 230 

Because the Principal Component 1 (PC1) of population simulations showed such clear separa-231 

tion between Antiphonal and Independent phee calls, we devised a way to test how well we 232 

could classify the social context from PC1 of population and individual unit response simula-233 

tions. We first split the firing rates to Antiphonal and Independent stimuli into two sets: a training 234 

set (50% of the data) and a test set (50%). This was done prior to the simulation of the record-235 

ings to preserve independence of the data sets. PC1 was extracted from the training data set 236 

and 2-means clustering was performed using the ‘kmeans’ Matlab function—this was used to 237 

determine the direction of Antiphonal and Independent calls. The test data set was transformed 238 

into PC1 of the training set and 2-means clustering was performed on the transformed test val-239 

ues. The identity of each cluster from the test data set was assigned based on the training set 240 

clusters (e.g. if the lower-valued training set cluster corresponded to Independent phee calls, 241 

then the lower-valued test set cluster was assumed to also be Independent phee calls).  Accu-242 
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racy was calculated by taking the sum of correctly identified contexts divided by the 5000 total 243 

responses in the test set. Confidence intervals were estimated by repeating 500 population sim-244 

ulation cross-validations, identifying variance in classifier performance depending on how the 245 

training and test data sets were split. We found 200 cross-validations were sufficient to estimate 246 

median accuracy and 95% CIs (<1% changes in estimates).  247 

 The same 2-means classification was also used on individual units and individual ses-248 

sions using the exact same procedures, except the dimensionality of the data was reduced by 249 

including fewer units. For sessions, Monte Carlo population response simulations were per-250 

formed with (normal) and without (shuffled) drawing responses for each unit from the same 251 

stimulus (and not just within the same context). When combining units across sessions, re-252 

sponses must be drawn from different stimuli (although still within the same context). 253 

 254 

Determining Stimulus Preference for Individual Units 255 

Principal Component 1 (PC1) coefficients from population training simulations were used to de-256 

fine the preferred stimulus of each recording.  This method was reliable in that the axis of PC1 257 

was preserved across training and test data sets for all 500 simulations. To do this, preference 258 

was assigned based on the sum of PC1 coefficients over all time periods. For most of the train-259 

ing data sets (98%), Antiphonal preference was assigned to positive values and Independent to 260 

negative values. Importantly, all analyses that involved calculating a score from, or combining 261 

responses, based on unit preference only included the half of the stimulus set presented to each 262 

unit that was not used to calculate the stimulus preference. This reduces the number of trials 263 

available for the analyses, but it is necessary to prevent the stimuli used to calculate preference 264 

from biasing subsequent analyses in favor of that preference. Z-score was used to normalize all 265 

unit responses. Significance of Context Preference Index for individual units used the distribu-266 

tion of Indices for each unit from the 500 Monte Carlo Cross-Validations, applying a one-tailed 267 

criterion above 0 with a < 0.05. For comparing preferential activity across populations of units, 268 
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we performed t-tests on the median normalized firing rates of all Monte Carlo Cross-Validations, 269 

which had unimodal central tendencies, with degrees of freedom determined by the population 270 

of 258 units. 271 

 272 

Measurement of Neuronal Correlations 273 

To estimate the correlation in activity between units, we looked at each unit, with at least one 274 

other simultaneously recorded unit (n = 256 units, because two behavioral sessions included 275 

only one unit). Pairwise correlation coefficients were calculated between each unit and all the 276 

other units in that session, comparing firing rates for each time period (Pre, Voc 1, Voc 2, and 277 

Post) of each stimulus. The average pairwise correlation for each unit was estimated by the 278 

mean absolute value of all of its pairwise correlation coefficients. 279 

 280 

Conversation Categorization 281 

Context preference of each unit was estimated using half the stimulus responses from each 282 

context. The other half was processed and tagged with independent and antiphonal bouts 283 

(bouts referring to consecutive stimuli of the same context). Each sequence was counted to de-284 

termine bout length. A bout-related response for each unit was calculated by averaging firing 285 

rates for each stimulus over all time periods, normalizing firing rates by taking z-scores across 286 

stimuli from both contexts, and rectifying responses by inverting these responses for units with 287 

Antiphonal context preferences. Bout-related responses took the mean response over all stimuli 288 

that met bout criteria including: the first and last stimulus in antiphonal and independent bouts, 289 

the first- and second-to- last stimuli in independent bouts, and the second and third stimuli in 290 

independent bouts (all n = 258), and “middle” stimuli in antiphonal bouts that were not the first or 291 

last stimulus (n = 220). Population responses and confidence intervals were calculated from the 292 

mean and t-distributions from all unit responses. 293 
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 Repeated measures 2-way ANOVA was used to determine significance across six time 294 

points in bouts with factors of array location and bout category. The six time points were first 295 

and last in a bout, second to first and second to last, and third to first and third to last. Post-hoc 296 

multiple comparisons with Tukey-Kramer correction were used to determine which of the bout 297 

positions within categories was significantly different from the others. 298 

 Bouts of various lengths were compared to see how population responses, as calculated 299 

above, changed depending on bout length. In each unit, only bouts of length 2-9 were analyzed, 300 

and only units with data for both antiphonal and independent bouts of the same length were in-301 

cluded for these comparisons. Only independent bouts occurred in sequences greater than 9, 302 

so those stimuli were not included. 303 

 Due to the decreasing sample size of the number of units for higher bout lengths, the 304 

distributions became less normal and had increasing variance. MANOVA and ANOVA were not 305 

suitable for this. Rather, significant difference testing was done with multiple paired sample one-306 

tailed t-tests that were then corrected for multiple comparisons by the Holm-Bonferroni method. 307 

Our alternative hypothesis was that mean independent bouts would be greater than mean an-308 

tiphonal bouts due to the rectification of unit responses based on context preference. 309 

 310 

Results311 

 Of primary interest in the current study was understanding the source of variance in 312 

frontal cortex population responses from 3 marmoset subjects that made it possible to predict 313 

the social context of a phee stimulus (Miller et al., 2015).  One hypothesis posits that changes in 314 

frontal activity may be stimulus driven, reflecting decisions in response to hearing and encoding 315 

the phee call. Alternatively, the observed change in neural activity may also reflect a change in 316 

state unrelated to the phee stimulus. Such changes in activity could depend on many neurons 317 

distributed broadly across frontal cortical areas or a smaller proportion of neurons confined to 318 

one area.  As a first step, we performed principal component analysis (PCA) on combined re-319 
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sponses of all units to Antiphonal and Independent phee stimuli (See Methods: Simulations of 320 

Single and Population Recordings).  Figure 2 demonstrates that PCA identified structure in the 321 

frontal population activity that was able to separate Antiphonal from Independent stimuli. Figure 322 

2A (top) shows a sample test simulation of frontal cortex population responses to phee stimuli 323 

plotted in principal component 1 (PC1) and principal component 2 (PC2) of the training simula-324 

tion. Notably, the two social contexts form two clusters in PC1.  As a negative control, we per-325 

formed the same analysis, except that the Antiphonal and Independent designations for each 326 

stimulus were randomly shuffled.  As expected, PCA did not separate frontal population re-327 

sponses by these arbitrary phee contexts (Figure 2A, middle).  We also tested whether frontal 328 

cortex population responses might also distinguish basic acoustic features of phee calls by per-329 

forming the same PCA analysis, except that stimuli were categorized by phee stimulus length 330 

instead of social context (Figure 2A, bottom).  As with the arbitrarily assigned contexts, PCA did 331 

not separate population responses by stimulus length.   332 

We used a receiving operator characteristic (ROC) analysis to measure how well each 333 

PC of a training simulation separated population responses of the test simulation (See Methods: 334 

ROC Analysis).  An area under the ROC of 0.5 indicates no separation of responses and an ar-335 

ea of 1 indicates perfect separation. Figure 2B plots the median area under ROC for population 336 

responses to social contexts (top), to the randomly assigned contexts (middle), and to phee 337 

stimuli by length (bottom) for the first 3 PCs.  PCs 1 and 2 separated population responses to 338 

Antiphonal stimuli from Independent stimuli to a significant degree (Monte Carlo Cross-339 

Validation, p < 0.002, the minimum p-value definable given 500 cross-validations), with greater 340 

separation in PC1 (median = 0.96) compared to PC2 (median = 0.75, Monte Carlo Cross-341 

Validation, p < 0.002). No individual PC (or combination of PCs) significantly separated popula-342 

tion responses to randomly shuffled contexts or by phee stimulus length.  343 

 To better understand how the population activity was able to distinguish between An-344 

tiphonal and Independent contexts, we examined the coefficients assigned to each dimension of 345 
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the population responses.  Figure 2C shows the median PC1 coefficients from 500 training sim-346 

ulations, organized by unit in columns and by time period in rows. We presented PC1 median 347 

coefficients because they were unimodal, with a strong central tendency over the simulations 348 

resulting in highly significant correlations between PC1 coefficients between simulations (mean 349 

of r(1030) = 0.59, all p < 0.0001). Units were sorted in order of mean coefficient magnitude 350 

across all four time periods, and half of the coefficient contributions were from the 78 most 351 

strongly weighted units, implicating that many units contribute to the distinction between phee 352 

contexts. Notably, coefficients are exceptionally evenly distributed over time periods (Figure 353 

2D), so that when averaged over all units no single time period showed a greater contribution to 354 

PC1 than any other (t(257) < 0.88 (magnitude),  p > 0.38, no correction for multiple compari-355 

sons). This suggests social context may be as discriminable prior to hearing a phee stimulus as 356 

during, or immediately after the stimulus. Also, coefficients in PC1 span positive and negative 357 

values, indicating that some frontal neurons have greater firing rates for the Antiphonal context 358 

whereas others are more active for the Independent context.  Importantly, PC coefficients do not 359 

distinguish contributions to variance between social contexts (i.e. context separation) from con-360 

tributions to variance within social contexts, and so these implications must be verified with di-361 

rect tests.   362 

 Initially, we sought to test these implications by measuring the accuracy of social context 363 

classification using a 2-means classifier that takes advantage of the separation between Antiph-364 

onal and Independent stimuli in PC1 (see Methods: 2-Means Classification).  This classifier per-365 

formed well for test simulations of frontal cortical activity from large neuron populations, but not 366 

for individual units.  Figure 3A shows two distributions that illustrate classification accuracy for 367 

our entire population of units (magenta histogram) compared to the units, individually (gray his-368 

togram). Median accuracy for individual units was 51%, only slightly better than chance perfor-369 

mance of 50% correct, though this was highly significant (signed-rank test, z = 4.97, p < 0.0001, 370 

n = 258 units), and even the best individual unit classified stimulus context with only 72% accu-371 
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racy (Monte Carlo Cross Validation, p < 0.002).  In contrast, median accuracy for the entire 372 

population of units was 91%, significantly greater than the most accurate single unit (Monte Car-373 

lo Cross Validation, p < 0.002).  This indicates that the variance in PC1 used to classify neural 374 

activity emerges from the large population of units once again indicating that many units likely 375 

help distinguish between social contexts. It is also possible that population classification may 376 

benefit from the methods required to simulate responses. 377 

 When simulating the frontal cortex population responses, activity across neurons is de-378 

correlated because all units were not recorded in the same behavioral session.  This is shown in 379 

Figure 3B which estimates the distribution of pairwise correlations of all frontal units from the 380 

only the frontal units that were simultaneously recorded within a behavioral session. When phee 381 

stimulus responses were maintained across all units (normal), median pairwise correlations 382 

were 0.11. When unit responses to stimuli were shuffled within each of the social contexts (shuf-383 

fled, as occurs for the population simulations), median pairwise correlations decreased to 0.05 384 

(signed-rank test, z = 11.9, p < 0.0001, n = 258 units).  To address how this might affect the 385 

population classifier within the constraints of our data, we compared accuracies for each ses-386 

sion before (normal) and after shuffling (shuffled) responses within social contexts (Figure 3C). 387 

Sessions typically had few units (median of 4), which resulted in most accuracies only slightly 388 

above chance, similar to individual units (Figure 3A). Nevertheless, median accuracy increased 389 

by about 0.01 when responses were shuffled, a proportional increase by about 40% above 390 

chance (signed-rank test, z = -2.15, p = 0.032, n = 62 sessions). Removing this proportional im-391 

provement from our population classifier (91% median accuracy, 41% above chance), results in 392 

a median accuracy of 77%, which still performs significantly better than the median accuracy of 393 

the best individual unit (Monte Carlo Cross Validation, largest p = 0.014).   394 

 We also tested whether activity from each of the four stimulus time periods (Pre, Voc 1, 395 

Voc 2, and Post), could identify phee stimulus social context using the same population classifi-396 

er using unit activity only in the respective time period. The accuracy of classification is given, 397 
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along with 95% confidence intervals calculated from 500 simulations, is shown in Figure 3D, in 398 

which all four time periods show significant accuracies well above chance. Despite its limita-399 

tions, our classifier illustrates the power of small activity changes in large neuronal populations 400 

in determining context. Next, we apply simpler analyses to measure social context-dependent 401 

changes in individual units and across time periods. 402 

 We examined two sample units with high PC1 coefficient magnitudes as exemplars to 403 

guide further analysis. Figure 4A shows an example raster plot of unit activity from one behav-404 

ioral session (top) summarized by normalized firing rates in 0.5 s time bins (bottom). This ex-405 

ample unit corresponded to large positive PC1 coefficients which, based on the initial population 406 

analysis, is expected to be more active for Antiphonal phee stimuli.  While this trend is apparent 407 

before, during, and after stimuli are heard, consistent with the PC1 coefficients in each time pe-408 

riod, the raster plot shows substantial variability, and a low enough firing rate that differences 409 

within 0.5 s time bins are rarely significant.  Figure 4B shows the activity of an example unit with 410 

large negative PC1 coefficients, displayed in the same format as Figure 4A. In this example, 411 

firing rates tend to favor Independent phee stimuli and, as in Figure 4A, exhibits this preference 412 

before, during, and after stimuli are heard, but again, comparisons rarely reach significance over 413 

the 0.5 s time bins. Examining these particular units, it seems the difficulty in finding significant 414 

changes in activity across contexts, has to do with the low firing rates of these frontal units en-415 

gaging in these natural vocal exchanges. Figure 4 also plots the mean activity for each single 416 

unit (Figure 4C, 172 of 258) and each multi-unit (Figure 4D, 86 of 258), averaged over all time 417 

periods for the Antiphonal context compared to the Independent context. Typically, changes in 418 

activity were below 1 Hz; however, these changes could be quite large as a proportion of their 419 

mean firing rates (mean of 2.5 Hz for single units and 3.3 Hz for multi-units), with a mean differ-420 

ence between contexts of 10% for single units and 18% for multi-units. Averaging over longer 421 

time periods, or across many units, could reveal significant differences despite the low firing 422 

rates. 423 
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 We quantified the prevalence of social context response preferences, as observed in the 424 

example units above, by calculating a Context Preference Index for each unit spanning all four 425 

stimulus time periods (Pre, Voc 1, Voc 2, and Post) (See Methods: Determining Stimulus Pref-426 

erence for Individual Units). Of the all 258 units, 43 (17%) significantly distinguished between 427 

social contexts (Monte Carlo Cross-Validation, p < 0.05), and 155 (60%) had a positive Context 428 

Preference Index (signed-rank test, z = 6.48, p < 0.0001, n = 258 units). Figure 5A shows the 429 

Context Preference Index of each unit, with blue indicating Antiphonal preferring units and red 430 

for Independent. Notably, preference is fairly evenly split, both for units with significant prefer-431 

ences (40% Antiphonal to 60% Independent) and over all units (43% Antiphonal to 57% Inde-432 

pendent). Eliminating the firing rate normalizations revealed an average unit change in firing 433 

rate between preferred and non-preferred contexts is quite small (mean < 1 Hz), making anal-434 

yses of individual units at finer time scales impractical. Context Preference Index may miss im-435 

portant units that show interactions between social context and the phee stimulus periods. For 436 

example, unit 247 from Figure 5A may play such a role. It has large negative PC1 coefficients 437 

during Voc 1 and Voc 2 but a large positive coefficient during the Post time period (Figure 2C), 438 

and yet the Context Preference Index is negative.  Notably, Context Preference Index is strongly 439 

correlated with the unit PC1 coefficient magnitudes (r(256) = 0.80, p < 0.0001), illustrated in 440 

Figure 5A by ordering units by increasing coefficient magnitudes, validating the use of the coef-441 

ficients for identifying sources of variance between social contexts.  442 

 Because most units (60%) had a consistent phee preference, we tested whether the en-443 

tire population of units could distinguish between stimulus contexts on a finer time scale.  Figure 444 

5B plots the mean normalized firing rates of all 258 units for preferred stimuli compared to non-445 

preferred stimuli; as in Figure 5A, the data used to determine the preferred context was omitted. 446 

Firing rates were significantly different at every time point from 1.5 seconds prior to phee onset 447 

to 6 seconds after (t(257) < -3.3, p < 0.001, all points remain significant after Holm-Sidak correc-448 

tion for multiple comparisons). Notably, this shows differences in activity between social con-449 
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texts of phee stimuli before they are even heard. To confirm that our analyses for Figure 5A and 450 

5B were unbiased, they were performed after randomly shuffling the social context assigned to 451 

each stimulus and for stimuli categorized by phee length (see Figure 5C-F). Both controls did 452 

not reach significance, with fewer individual units showing significant differences than expected 453 

by chance (4.7% and 3%, binomial test, p = 1 and 0.20, respectively), and no significant differ-454 

ences in population activity in any time period (t(257) < 1.77 (magnitude), p > 0.089). In sum-455 

mary, we find that a substantial proportion of individual units in frontal cortex differentiate be-456 

tween the social context of vocalizations when responses are averaged over several seconds, 457 

and the combined activity of many frontal units distinguish the social context on finer time 458 

scales, even before the stimulus is heard. 459 

 In addition to changes in firing rate, we also tested for differences in interneuronal corre-460 

lations associated with stimulus social context (See Methods: Measurement of Neuronal Corre-461 

lations). We estimated the average magnitude of pairwise correlations for units recorded in the 462 

same behavioral sessions separately for each social context, but otherwise using the same 463 

methods as in Figure 3B. The population of units had median interneuronal correlations of 0.12 464 

for Antiphonal stimuli compared to 0.09 for Independent stimuli (signed-rank test, z = 6.5, p < 465 

0.0001, n = 258 units). Thus, in addition to changes in frontal cortex firing rates, interneuronal 466 

correlations are also greater within the Antiphonal social context. 467 

 In the analyses performed above, we included cortical units from all four arrays in order 468 

to increase the power of our analyses.  It is possible that several of our results are only possible 469 

when combining all units or only distinct areas of frontal cortex exhibit different changes in unit 470 

activity.  However, we recorded non-overlapping populations of neurons throughout marmoset 471 

areas 6, 8, 45, and 47 in frontal cortex from four electrode arrays in three different subjects, and 472 

the positions of each array are illustrated in Figure 6. We found no obvious indication that ana-473 

tomical location corresponded to the Context Preference Index of units, except that Array B02 474 

exhibited the weakest preferences. Array B02 also included the fewest units (n = 28 units, < 475 
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11%).  We averaged activity across units from each array using the same methods as Figure 5B 476 

except using longer time windows (specifically the Pre, Voc 1, Voc 2, and Post time periods), 477 

and also combined all time periods. We found that Arrays B01, F01, and R01 all had significant 478 

differences in activity across one or more time period, and all were significant for the Pre period  479 

(t(118,68,46) = -2.17, -2.68, -2.02, p = 0.034, 0.009, 0.046, respectively, no correction for multi-480 

ple comparisons) and for all time periods combined (t(118,68,46) = -2.29, -2.30, -2.68, p = 481 

0.027, 0.026, 0.010, respectively, no correction for multiple comparisons).  Only Array B02 did 482 

not show consistent significant differences. This suggests that the role of frontal cortex in distin-483 

guishing between phee contexts is not limited to one area, although the extent throughout all of 484 

frontal cortex remains unknown. Also, by analyzing each array separately, we confirm that our 485 

results are reproducible in all three subjects. 486 

 Antiphonal conversations in marmosets are characterized by the reciprocal exchange of 487 

vocalizations (Figure 1). In the final set of analyses, we investigated how neural activity was af-488 

fected by sequences of phee stimuli within these conversations, rather than the individual in-489 

stances of Independent and Antiphonal stimuli targeted in all previous analyses. We refer to 490 

consecutive sequences of stimuli within a single context as ‘bouts’, with conversations occurring 491 

during Antiphonal bouts. To compare activity during bouts we calculated a population response, 492 

which averages activity across units by normalizing and rectifying stimulus spike rates (See 493 

Methods: Bout Categorization). Figure 7A shows that unit activity is tightly coupled to social con-494 

text. Repeated measures ANOVA found significant interaction between bout category and the 495 

position in the bout (F(5,1480) = 7.915, p = 0.005). Population responses significantly change 496 

between the end of an Independent bout and the start of an Antiphonal conversation (p < 0.005, 497 

Tukey’s Range Test, df = 2313, α = 0.05). This difference in activity persists over the course of 498 

the conversation and reliably changes again. The response to the first Independent stimulus 499 

does not reach significance compared to the final stimulus of an Antiphonal bout, but the re-500 

sponses to subsequent Independent stimuli are significantly different (p < 0.0354, Tukey’s 501 
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Range Test, df = 2313, α = 0.05). This pattern emphasizes that the behavioral outcome is close-502 

ly coupled with a change in firing rate across the population. Notably, there is no difference in 503 

the stimuli at the time they are broadcast, yet the latter exhibits the shift in neural activity even 504 

prior to the stimulus presentation. In other words, despite the fact that the first Antiphonal stimu-505 

lus in a conversation is not deemed ‘Antiphonal’ until the subject produces a response several 506 

seconds later, the change in firing rate is evident before the vocalization is heard and persists 507 

over the length of the conversation. This has occurred because, presumably, the state of frontal 508 

cortex has shifted to one that will mediate conversations.  509 

 There is some indication that the bout length may affect neural firing rates, though data 510 

are limited. Using the same normalization method as used in the previous bout analysis, Figure 511 

7B plots population responses for all Antiphonal and Independent stimuli across the population, 512 

as well as those that occurred in bouts of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 or more phee stimuli. In general, there 513 

is a trend towards more extreme responses over longer sequences of Independent stimuli with 514 

significant difference reached at the 5 or more bout length (p < 0.03, t-test, Holm-Bonferroni cor-515 

rected df = 55, α = 0.05). A similar trend is evident for Antiphonal stimuli, but too few long con-516 

versations were available to convincingly determine this case. A 2-way ANOVA test of stimulus 517 

context and bout length shows significant interaction and group mean differences (p < 0.001, F-518 

test, df = 4, α = 0.05). These analyses suggest a linear relationship between neural activity and 519 

the length of the natural conversation.   520 

 521 

Discussion 522 

We examined the activity of frontal cortical neurons recorded from areas 6, 8, 45, and 47 of 523 

freely moving marmoset subjects engaged in natural vocal conversations with a Virtual Marmo-524 

set in order to characterize how neural activity distinguished between two social contexts in 525 

which phee calls are heard. Namely, occasions when a phee elicits a conspecific vocal re-526 

sponse (Antiphonal context) and those that do not (Independent context). We found small (~1 527 
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Hz), but widespread, changes in activity across neural populations within all frontal areas sam-528 

pled. Notably, this population of units did not tend to exhibit stimulus-driven responses to hear-529 

ing vocalizations produced by conspecifics. In fact, the period prior to stimulus onset was com-530 

parable to periods during or after the phee stimulus in the degree to which the population activi-531 

ty distinguished between the two social contexts (Figures 3D, 5B).  Finally, not only was a ro-532 

bust correlation evident between frontal cortex activity and antiphonal conversations (Figure 533 

7A), but the magnitude of the neural response increased as a function of conversation length 534 

(Figure 7B) supporting the notion that this neuronal process is strongly related to the social con-535 

text of these natural vocal exchanges.  It is possible that the magnitude of the change in the 536 

neural activity at the time the conversation initiated determined its eventual duration, or it could 537 

be that these changes became increasingly affected as the conversation persisted, potentially 538 

due to neuronal coupling that may occur between both individuals during the vocal interaction 539 

(Hasson et al., 2012; Stephens et al., 2012; Silbert et al., 2015).  These important facets of 540 

frontal activity help narrow the potential role of this activity in process of natural communication. 541 

 The pattern of activity observed here is particularly notable given the constraints im-542 

posed on neurophysiological recordings of frontal cortex in freely-moving, naturally behaving 543 

monkeys.  Although the overall effect was most clearly evident when pooling activity across the 544 

population, 17% of individual units showed significant differences between the Antiphonal and 545 

Independent social contexts (Figure 5A). This number likely underestimates the proportion of 546 

units with changes in activity related to social-context because many units showed different pat-547 

terns of activity across the time periods before, during, and after phee stimuli based on PCA 548 

(Figure 2C). This type of response complexity likely contributes to the accurate classification of 549 

social context (91%, Figure 3A), which substantially outperformed results from a reasonably 550 

comparable study in which classification of conditioned auditory task behavior was based on 551 

prefrontal neuron activity (Russ et al., 2008). Furthermore, of units in which we observed a sig-552 

nificant difference, slightly fewer units showed activity preferences in the Antiphonal context 553 
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(40%) compared to the Independent context (60%) suggesting that the heterogeneity of the 554 

population occurs not only in the temporal epoch of each unit, but preference for particular so-555 

cial context. One notable difficulty with regards to our analysis was the small changes observed 556 

in firing rate. We are, however, highly confident in these changes are significant, because no 557 

differences were evident when the same analyses were applied to randomly assigned social 558 

contexts or the classification of phee stimulus length (Figure 2). These analyses paint an intri-559 

cate picture in which multiple mechanisms may support the observed pattern of response, po-560 

tentially in coordination for a broader process critical to primate social communication that will 561 

only manifest under natural conditions.  562 

 Many processes are involved in active social signaling, including sensory processing, 563 

recognition, categorization, decision making, attention, and arousal, amongst others. A key 564 

question for the current study is which mechanism, or more likely mechanisms, may underlie the 565 

observed changes in frontal cortex activity during natural marmoset conversations, and which 566 

may not. First, general wakefulness, can be ruled out as a key contributing factor because ani-567 

mals were monitored continuously, and remained awake throughout these recordings. General 568 

arousal from stress is also unlikely. The marmosets were habituated to the experimental setup 569 

and exhibited no overt signs of stress. Also sensory driven processes, such as encoding the 570 

phee stimulus or decision making based upon the phee are unlikely because differences in neu-571 

ral activity were comparable in magnitude before, during and after the phee stimuli were broad-572 

cast.  573 

 The frontal cortex activity reported here is likely related to some facet of attention and/or 574 

arousal, which are both often poorly defined terms that can refer to a wide range of mechanisms 575 

(Harris and Thiele, 2011). Each are also likely synonymous with nearly all active primate social 576 

behaviors, and difficult to disambiguate in natural contexts. With regards to selective attention of 577 

sensory information, attentive states show reduced neuronal noise correlations (Cohen and 578 

Maunsell, 2009; Mitchell et al., 2009; Harris and Thiele, 2011), which is notably different from 579 
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the increase in unit correlations that we observe in the engaged, Antiphonal, context. Moreover, 580 

it does not resemble the known mechanism for selective attention, which corresponds to large 581 

changes in neuronal activity localized to specific frontal cortical areas (Gregoriou et al., 2012).  It 582 

seems more likely, that if this activity is related to attention, it would be more related to a con-583 

cept of ‘sustained attention’ (Sarter and Bruno, 1999), which is not well-distinguished from as-584 

pects of arousal. Given behavioral evidence showing that marmosets acutely attend to the be-585 

havior of multiple individuals during antiphonal conversations (Toarmino et al., 2017a)  and co-586 

ordinate the timing of these exchanges based on the behavior of conspecifics (Roy et al., 2011), 587 

it is reasonable to assume that some type of attentional mechanisms contribute to the pattern of 588 

activity reported here in frontal cortex. 589 

It is also probable that a broad variety of processes referred to as arousal may have 590 

modulated frontal cortex responses during natural conversations (McGinley et al., 2015). With 591 

regards to sensory cortex, arousal refers to multiple behavioral states, some of which have simi-592 

lar effects on sensory processing. Key among them is desynchronization of neural activity, 593 

which can help sensory encoding, and increased activity in particular types of neurons (McGin-594 

ley et al., 2015; Vinck et al., 2015). Remarkably few studies, however, have observed the 595 

mechanisms of such arousal in frontal cortex, and none in a naturally behaving primate.  In a 596 

socially engaged Antiphonal state, we observed fewer units with increased activity than those 597 

with decreased activity (Figure 5A), and also a greater degree of interneuronal correlations. In 598 

this case, a broad, correlated, and distinct pattern of frontal activity could shift marmosets be-599 

tween levels of social arousal or receptiveness. Likewise, small changes in firing may also be 600 

ideal for maintaining the behavioral state by neuromodulators such as acetylcholine, which is 601 

associated with various types of arousal (McKenna et al., 1989; Sarter and Bruno, 1999).  As a 602 

result, individual firing rates across the population, even on the order of 1 Hz reported, could 603 

have substantial influence on behavior, especially when they are more tightly correlated and 604 

persist over several seconds, such as during antiphonal conversations.  605 
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Marmoset antiphonal conversations are characterized by the reciprocal, coordinated ex-606 

change of vocalizations between conspecifics. We hypothesize that the observed change in 607 

frontal cortex activity indicates a shift in brain state that facilitates social monitoring, a process 608 

critical to natural human and nonhuman primate social interactions, including conversations. 609 

While this type of shift in behavioral state cannot account for the full complexity of natural con-610 

versations, one key characteristic of this human and nonhuman primate behavior is coordinated 611 

turn-taking, in which individuals alternate speaking and listening (Levinson, 2016).  To produce 612 

an appropriate response, an individual must attend to a conspecifics ongoing behavior while 613 

suppressing their own motor behavior.  The change in the state of frontal cortex may reflect a 614 

change in social arousal and attention, and serve a sensory gating function to facilitate rapid 615 

processing of conspecific vocalizations throughout the auditory system (Miller et al., 2010b; 616 

Petkov et al., 2015) and precipitate the cascade of subsequent social decision-making process-617 

es (Toarmino et al., 2017b). The observed neuronal process could also enable neuronal cou-618 

pling that improved the communicative efficacy of the conversations similarly to what has been 619 

shown in human fMRI experiments (Stephens et al., 2012; Silbert et al., 2015). Because these 620 

experiments involved a marmoset engaging in conversations with a VM, rather than a live mar-621 

moset, we cannot test this latter hypothesis, but will be a key target in future studies. 622 

 Primate sociality is somewhat paradoxical. Whereas primate social cognition is dynamic 623 

and sophisticated, the content and number of social signals is relatively limited despite their 624 

fundamental role in mediating these complex social interactions.  Resolving this contradiction 625 

may necessitate understanding not only what individual social signals communicate but also 626 

how they are used within the myriad of ongoing social interactions that typify primate societies. 627 

The approach taken here offers unique opportunities to investigate communication within the 628 

dynamic, natural contexts that more fully encapsulate the myriad of neural mechanisms that 629 

support primate sociality.  Neuronal processes, such as the social context-dependent change in 630 

frontal cortex state reported here, may occur only when primates are actively interacting with 631 
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each other. Considerations of how these active dimensions of communication unfold over time 632 

within the context of natural primate social life may lead to unique insights into the intricate 633 

complexities of the primate social brain. 634 

 635 
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Figure Legends 752 

Figure 1. Antiphonal Conversations in Marmosets 753 

Spectrograms of Antiphonal and Independent phee calls. Above, the Virtual Marmoset, VM, 754 

phee stimuli broadcast to the marmoset subject. Below, phee calls from the Live Marmoset sub-755 

ject, M. The first VM phee call is an independent stimulus, characterized by the absence of re-756 

sponse from M within the antiphonal period of 10 s as denoted by a grey dashed line. The next 757 

two calls from VM are antiphonal stimuli, characterized by phee responses from M within the 758 

antiphonal period. The final call from VM is independent, with no vocal response from M within 759 

10 s. 760 

 761 

Figure 2. Frontal Cortical Activity Separates Vocalization Social Contexts 762 

A - Sample frontal cortical populations responses simulated from test data sets plotted in the 763 

first and second PCs from training simulations by phee social context (top), randomly shuffled 764 

contexts (middle), and phee stimulus lengths (bottom). The population responses to phee social 765 

contexts form distinct clusters for Antiphonal and Independent contexts, but this is not the case 766 

for randomly shuffled contexts, or to stimuli separated by phee length. B – ROC analysis 767 

measures the separation of population responses by social context (top), randomly shuffled 768 

contexts (middle), and stimulus length (bottom), in the first 3 PCs from independent training data 769 

sets. An area under the ROC curve of 0.5 indicates stimulus categories are not separable, and 770 

1 indicates they are completely separable. Population responses to Independent and Antiphonal 771 

phee calls are highly separable in PC1, and remain significantly separable in the PC2. The re-772 

maining PCs show no separation. Population responses to randomly shuffled contexts (middle) 773 

or to different phee stimulus lengths (bottom) are not separable. Error bars are 95% confidence 774 

intervals. C - The median coefficients of Principal Component 1 (PC1) from all 500 training 775 

simulations of population responses to antiphonal and independent stimuli. Coefficients are or-776 

ganized by unit (columns) and time period (rows). Units are sorted by the sum of the coefficient 777 
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magnitudes over all time periods, such that recording 1 contributes the least to PC1 and record-778 

ing 258 contributes the most. D - Mean and 95% confidence intervals for median PC1 coeffi-779 

cient contributions from each time period, calculated by summing the coefficient magnitudes 780 

across all units. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. 781 

 782 

Figure 3. Social Context Classification from PC1 Emerges from the Population Activity 783 

A - Histograms of individual unit classifier accuracies and the distribution of accuracies of the 784 

population classifier performed on all 500 population response simulations. B - The distribution 785 

of average pairwise correlation coefficients over all units estimated under two conditions: with 786 

responses to each phee stimulus maintained across all units within a session (normal) and with 787 

responses to phee stimuli shuffled within each context across units (shuffled). C - The change in 788 

classifier accuracy for each behavioral session with responses to each stimulus maintained 789 

across all units in that session (normal) and with responses to each stimulus shuffled, within so-790 

cial context, across units (shuffled). D - Accuracy of the population classifier is much greater 791 

than chance even when predicting stimulus context from population activity at only one time pe-792 

riod relative to that stimulus. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.  793 

 794 

Figure 4. Differences in Unit Activity between Vocalization Social Contexts 795 

A - Sample raster (1 ms resolution, top) and normalized spike rates (0.5 s time bins, bottom) for 796 

a unit with large positive PC1 coefficients. In the raster plot, red lines indicate Independent phee 797 

stimuli, blue lines indicate Antiphonal phee stimuli, and brown lines mark subject replies (when 798 

within the axis limits). Antiphonal (blue circles) and Independent (red circles) normalized, binned 799 

firing rates are shown below, with gray rectangles indicating mean phee stimulus timing, error 800 

bars are 95% confidence intervals. B - Sample raster with same conventions as A, except for a 801 

recording with preference for Independent stimuli, which had large negative PC1 coefficients.  C 802 

- Mean firing rates of all 172 single units in response to Antiphonal stimuli compared to Inde-803 
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pendent stimuli. Firing rates were averaged over all 4 time periods and plotted on a logarithmic 804 

scale.  D - Mean firing rates of all 86 multi units using the same conventions as C. 805 

Figure 5. Frontal Cortical Activity Distinguishes Between Vocalization Social Contexts.  806 

A - The Context Preference Index, given by the difference in mean normalized firing rate be-807 

tween preferred and non-preferred stimuli contexts, is plotted for each unit. Blue points indicate 808 

preference for the Antiphonal context and red points for the Independent context. Error bars are 809 

one-tailed 95% confidence intervals. The inset provides the percentage of units preferring each 810 

social context, indicated by color, for the units that reached significance (Sig) and for all units 811 

(All). The example units from Figure 4A and Figure 4B have respectively colored error bars. B - 812 

Mean normalized firing rates over all units for the preferred phee context (black) and non-813 

preferred phee context (white), in 0.5 second time bins. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.  814 

Mean phee stimulus pulse timings are indicated by gray rectangles. Figure 5C,D - Same con-815 

ventions as A and B except Context Preference Index was calculated when phee contexts were 816 

randomly assigned by shuffling context identity. Figure 5E,F - Same conventions as A and B 817 

except Context Preference Index was calculated based on length of the phee stimulus instead 818 

of its social context. In panels C and E, unit positions were kept the same as in panel A, with 819 

colors corresponding to the phee context preferences of each unit in A. 820 

 821 

Figure 6. Discrimination of Social Contexts by Location of Electrode Arrays in Frontal Cortex 822 

A - Anatomical lay out of the four electrode arrays. B01 and B02 are arrays from subject B, and 823 

F01 and R01 are from subjects F and R. Each electrode is colored according to its Context 824 

Preference Index. Channels with multiple units only show the highest value; channels with no 825 

units are light grey with no border.  826 

 827 

Figure 7. Population Responses during Conversations 828 
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A - A schematic of an antiphonal conversation between a virtual monkey (VM) and marmoset 829 

subject (M) showing a bout of three independent stimuli (red), followed by a conversational bout 830 

of three antiphonal stimuli (blue) with subject replies (black), and then another independent 831 

bout. Below, neural population responses to stimuli within the conversation. Responses to phee 832 

stimuli at the end and start of independent bouts (red) are greater than responses to stimuli at 833 

the start, middle, and end of an antiphonal conversation (blue). * indicates p < 0.05 differences 834 

for antiphonal bouts compared to independent bouts. B - Population responses to antiphonal 835 

(blue) and independent (red) stimuli are compared to responses during antiphonal and inde-836 

pendent bouts of specified lengths. Below each comparison ’n’ is the number of units with data 837 

for the bout length. * indicates p < 0.03 differences between independent and antiphonal con-838 

texts. All error bars are 95% confidence intervals. 839 
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